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INTRODUCTION 

We all experience profound sensations we call emotions; we claim to see them in other 

people and animals. Generally we are so sure of this to be universal that we assume to be 

affected and driven by emotional states so much so that they sometimes are hard to 

control. We are taught in this classical approach that we are born with these hardwired 

"switches" in our brain of anger, fear, lust, disgust, & surprise and social emotions such 

as guilt, contempt, judgement and the like. 

 



Yet, when I was faced with dicey situations such as an avalanche rushing at me while on 

a t-bar lift, Volcanic Eruption, being burgled during service at my restaurant or the 

thousands of earthquakes we experience here in Christchurch, New Zealand; I never felt 

fear before or during reacting, but after being in relative safety finding myself in deep 

uncertainty. 

I thought: "Great, just something else that's wrong with me!" 

But as I started interacting with neighbours and fellow humans, similar anecdotes of 

instinctive experiences were shared. So many claimed the same; we acted but didn't 

emote until it stopped shaking. Some Parents I spoke to reported that they did not feel 

emotion as such but that all they thought about was saving their child(ren). They weren't 

concerned for their life at all just as long as their kid(s) didn't get hurt / survived. 

I didn't even remember I had a dog right after the first earthquake 4th September 2010. 

My neighbour asked me where Sam was, to which I replied: "Who is Sam?". "Your dog 

mate!!" was his response. That's the first emotion that I experienced after that first 7.1 

shake. Guilt.  

These experiences bothered me because they didn't add up with what i was taught 

science to be. And so I went on a quest of asking and learning. 

READING & VISUAL MATERIALS 

1. Online Published Science Papers on Emotions 

2. Online Published Science Courses on Emotion 

3. Online Published Science Papers on Behaviorism 

refer to references listed below 

EMOTION THEORIES 
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The theories of emotions, argued over by philosophers, psychologists & neuroscientists 

for millenia, is broad ranging. From Basic Emotion, Appraisal Theories, Psychological 

Construction through to Social Construction; from "essences", "Natural Kinds", the mind 

being the architect of its own emotions to emotions being a brain construct produced by 

social learning, scientists have not yet come to an accepted consensus definition across 

fields of philosophy, psychology, & neuroscience. Furthermore, while humans 

experience profound emotional states and claim to see these emotions in other people 

and animals and some scientists have claimed to have found the circuits in the brain for 

emotions such as fear and disgust; neuroscientific and psychophysiological evidence has 

failed to yield consistent scientific support for the whereabouts of emotions in the brain 

i.e. single circuits, physiological fingerprints or facial expressions. 

Many humans have cried in happiness, made a facial expression of surprise in a fearful 

situation, scowled in contentful concentration, smiled in anger while quietly cursing the 

veilest of words in thoughts, and ragefully shouted in joy of reaching a long sought goal; 

responded with purely instinctive hardwired actions in the face of death to save oneself 

or offspring all without feeling fearful for one moment but a joyful high after surviving. 

The Emotional Paradox should leave us questioning not just what are emotions? or 

whether there are "switches" for emotions in the brain?; but why do we have emotions? 

Do dogs (animals) have the same emotions and how can we measure that if there are no 

clear physiological fingerprints for emotion? 
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DISCUSSION 

In ancient times common thought was that animals have rich lives and experience 

human like feelings; some cultures held animals to the status the same as humans and 

some cultures like the Egyptians thought of animals a sacred; god-like creatures due to 

believes that gods disguised as animals to hide from giants. 

Diodorus writes: 

83 1 As regards the consecration of animals in Egypt, the practice naturally appears to 

many to be extraordinary and worthy of investigation. For the Egyptian venerate certain 

animals exceedingly, not only during their lifetime but even after their death, such as 

cats,22 ichneumons and dogs, and, again, hawks and the birds which they call "ibis," as 

well as wolves and crocodiles and a number of other animals of that kind, and the reasons 

for such worship we shall undertake to set forth, after we have first spoken briefly about 

the animals themselves.... 

...5 When one of these animals dies they wrap it in fine linen and then, wailing and beating 

their breasts, carry it off to be embalmed; and after it has been treated with cedar oil and 

such spices as have the quality of imparting a pleasant odour and of preserving the body 

for a long time,23 they lay it away in a consecrated tomb. 6 And whoever intentionally kills 

one of these animals is put to death, unless it be a cat or an ibis that he kills; but if he kills 

one of these, whether intentionally or unintentionally, he is certainly put to death, for the 

common people gather in crowds and deal with the perpetrator most cruelly, sometimes 

doing this without waiting for a trial. 

The rise of christianity and the later rise of science thought of animals as biological 

machines. Behaviorism rejected the study of mental phenomenon which were not 
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measurable not just in animals but in humans. Skinner is quoted: "The emotions are 

excellent examples of the fictional causes to which we commonly attribute behaviour" 

(Panksepp 2008 ) 

"psychology must restrict itself to what it can see and what it can manipulate and measure 

it in the laboratory" (Schulz, 1986, p.350) 

Behaviourism brought the study measuring stimuli - response. With computer science 

came the cognitive revolution in psychology and then Embodiment however in animal 

sciences behaviorism remained. 

Today [some] trainers & behaviourist mix behaviorism with emotion and affective 

sciences without even understanding the differences in theories and hypotheses. 

Panksepp was at the forefront of arguing affective and emotional states in animals. 

Hyposising of circuitry systems such as PLAY, SEEKING, CARE, LUST, RAGE, FEAR and 

PANIC. Izard called emotional states joy, excitement, anguish, rage, startle, revolution, 

scorn, humiliation, remorse, terror. Commonly we talk about basic emotions such as 

fear, anger, joy, happiness, disgust and rage observed by categorized behaviours inferred 

to mean a specific emotion. Actions such as freezing, flight or fight are concluded to be 

fear behaviours. 

It sounds logical however looking close one has to ask the question: 

Does a rabbit freeze in fear or because of a specific strategy to assess the danger? If the 

rabbit freezes even in front of his dug-out it cannot be seen by a dog, while if she is moving 

is not only giving away her present location but the location of the offsprings if she has any.   

Or we can ask:  

Does a dog kill a cat or rabbit out of rage or because of its natural drive? 

We could argue for both especially if it comes to the perceived relationships between cats 

and dogs. 

In her book, How Emotions Are Made- the secret life of the brain, Lisa Feldman Barrett 

asks whether a growling dog is angry? 

It is an interesting question, I won't go into the explanation she gives in that chapter; but 

we can't say for sure what he feels when he growls. Angry, insecure, Fearful, anxious, 

surprised as in startled, in pain and thus defensive of his space? It could be any of these 

affects, pain or emotional states 
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There is no doubt that dogs (animals) experience pain and profound affect and that we 

perceive them to emote different states.  

A constructionists question though may be: 

How does a dog (animal) construct emotions? 

One can argue that even though brains are made of the same nerve cells- neurons and 

similar brain structures; it does matter how neurons are arranged and there are 

profound differences. Even human brains are slightly different from individual to 

individual. 

 

The brain is reliant on making sense of the world by decoding sensory information. 

Recent studies even suggest that the brain is not reactive but predictive.  

So if a dog has categorized scent from previous experiences and he gets a sniff of 

molecules he constructed a feeling or emotion on, he will predict the outcome before he 

even pinpoints where the scent comes from. He will act upon before understanding 

whether his prediction was correct or false. In either case his affective state will have 

changed and we would observe what we would perceive our categorized emotion to be. 
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Similar questions could be asked about behaviour modifications. Is teaching a sit or 

down-stay actually changing the dogs affective or/and emotional state. It looks calm to us 

but that doesnt mean the dog is calm. Even a lower heart beat doesn't tell us whether his 

affective state has changed. Individuals can feel sad, frustrated, anxious having a low 

heart rate. Or is scent work always calming or relaxing? Suggestions are scent games are 

but how would we know for sure? 

If we take the example of Russell's Circumplex of Affect (pic below) and think of feelings 

on the scale of pleasure and displeasure and activation (arousal) and deactivation 

(sleepy) and the states in between of out interoceptive experiences we could make 

clearer suggestions of what the dog (animal) may feel at a specific point in time if we 

know some base points. 

In any case, feelings, pain and emotions matter deeply and in any case it is our moral 

duty to ensure to take our actions into account in relation to the dogs (animals) 

perception of the world.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 
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In light of not being able to clearly measure emotions or affect in dogs (animals) focus on 

cooperative interactions should result in treating the dog (animal) as though they have 

human like emotional experiences. This should be reflected in training, keeping/housing 

of dogs (animals), taking into account their physical needs and wants, developmental 

stages, the need for dogs (animals) to be social and to live out natural behaviours using 

all their available senses to gain as much access to sensory information to have extensive 

experiences for better coping abilities and affective / emotional balance. 
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